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《Fisher Fans》 is a fishing game created by Shanghai Benli Technology Co. Ltd. The theme of
“fishing” is introduced in the game title, and what it means is that even you might not have
known it, it is not unfamiliar when you’re called “crazy-smart” by your fishing fans. The game
was popular during the years when the fishery village simulators were the most bustling places
in every game room, and even now it’s still the red stamp of “fishing” in the gaming market. As
VR experiences are becoming the new trend, “fishing” theme games have made to diversify
gradually, and even have their own identity in the games developed for children and teens. On
the contrary, besides several big fishes, the fish theme games are always on the spot to help the
ordinary smartphone users enjoy the games, and they are undoubtedly the first preference to
the common smartphone users when they are faced with the short playtime. 【About This Game】
《Fisher Fans》 is a fishing game created by Shanghai Benli Technology Co. Ltd. The theme of
“fishing” is introduced in the game title, and what it means is that even you might not have
known it, it is not unfamiliar when you’re called “crazy-smart” by your fishing fans. The game
was popular during the years when the fishery village simulators were the most bustling places
in every game room, and even now it’s still the red stamp of “fishing” in the gaming market. As
VR experiences are becoming the new trend, “fishing” theme games have made to diversify
gradually, and even have their own identity in the games developed for children and teens. On
the contrary, besides several big fishes, the fish theme games are always on the spot to help the
ordinary smartphone users enjoy the games, and they are undoubtedly the first preference to
the common smartphone users when they are faced with the short playtime. 【Gameplay】 Arrival
at the fishing village for your vacation, it’s time for you to enjoy the real life of a simple fishing
village. When you touch the bait, the fish will automatically jump and swallow it. When you hook
the fish, you will win the fish in the end. 【Features】 【Fishing】 Arrival at the fishing village for
your vacation, it�

Features Key:
Voice over
Crazy dancing
Many funny things to hear
One fight with crazy cat
One funny cat to find
Explore the world and discover new pictures
Immersive driving view
Add and removal of cars

How to Install Fisher Fans VR Game?

Farming mobiles cannot be paid, we only provide game video in this game. We don't provide Key to
play.

Fisher Fans VR Game Screenshots
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